THE TRIBUTE COLLECTION

We proudly present a range of stunning furniture inspired by iconic minimalist pieces of the late fifties and early sixties of the twentieth century. A new awareness of their beauty and functionality inspired us to launch a special vintage style tribute collection.
DISCOVER OUR TRIBUTE COLLECTION
IN CELEBRATION OF MINIMALISM
COFFEE TABLE MAYNOR
BAR AND COUNTER STOOL DAREAU
CABINET RAYNARD
CHAIR AUGUSTIN
FOLDING SCREEN JULIANE
CHAIR FELIPPE
CHAIR AND SOFA MILO
DINING CHAIR FELIPPE
DINING CHAIR MATTEUS
STOOLS AND BAR STOOLS

STOOL STELLA S
Item no 114168
Classic brown

STOOL STELLA S
Item no 114327
Classic black

STOOL STELLA L
Item no 114169
Classic brown

STOOL STELLA L
Item no 114328
Classic black

STOOL DAREAU
Item no 114485
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

STOOL DAREAU
Item no 114486
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

COUNTER STOOL DAREAU
Item no 114181
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

COUNTER STOOL DAREAU
Item no 114382
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

BAR STOOL DAREAU
Item no 114180
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

BAR STOOL DAREAU
Item no 114383
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

STOOL ARNAUD
Item no 113675
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

STOOL ARNAUD
Item no 114165
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

CHAIRS AND DINING CHAIRS

CHAIR AUGUSTIN
Item no 114327
Classic black

CHAIR AUGUSTIN
Item no 114466
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

DINING CHAIR AUGUSTIN
Item no 114167
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

DINING CHAIR AUGUSTIN
Item no 114374
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

CHAIR ARISTIDE
Item no 114166
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

CHAIR ARISTIDE
Item no 114167
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

DINING CHAIR ARISTIDE
Item no 114168
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

DINING CHAIR ARISTIDE
Item no 114375
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

CHAIR AUBIN
Item no 114162
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

CHAIR AUBIN
Item no 114376
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

DINING CHAIR DINANT
Item no 114430
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

DINING CHAIR DINANT
Item no 114431
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing
CHAIRS AND SOFAS

CHAIR ÉRUDIT LOW
Item no 113676
Loki natural | brown legs

CHAIR ÉRUDIT LIVING
Item no 113677
Loki natural | brown legs

DINING CHAIR ÉRUDIT
Item no 113676
Loki natural | brown legs

SOFA ÉRUDIT LOW
Item no 113680
Loki natural | brown legs

DINING CHAIR GRETA
Item no 113997
Bouclé cream | black legs

FOLDING SCREENS AND CABINETS

FOLDING SCREEN JULIANE
Item no 114191
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

CABINET RAYNARD
Item no 114494
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing

TABLES AND DESKS

DESK FERNAND
Item no 114571
Classic brown

DESK JULLIEN
Item no 114493
Classic brown

COFFEE TABLE LIONNEL
Item no 114493
Classic brown | clear glass

DESK FERNAND
Item no 114743
Classic black

DESK JULLIEN
Item no 114742
Classic black

COFFEE TABLE LIONNEL
Item no 114744
Classic black | clear glass
COFFEE AND DINING TABLES

COFFEE TABLE MAYNOR
Item no: 114202
Classic brown | clear glass

COFFEE TABLE MAYNOR
Item no: 114499
Classic black | clear glass

COFFEE TABLE VALBONNE
Item no: 114202
Classic brown | clear glass

COFFEE TABLE VALBONNE
Item no: 114499
Classic black | clear glass

DINING TABLE MAYNOR
Item no: 114472
Black | open grain

DINING TABLE MAYNOR
Item no: 114498
Black | open grain

DINING TABLE BIOT 240CM
Item no: 114472
Black | open grain

DINING TABLE BIOT 240CM
Item no: 114498
Black | open grain

DINING TABLE BIOT 240CM
Item no: 114450
Brown | open grain

DINING TABLE BIOT 240CM
Item no: 114453
Brown | open grain

DINING TABLE BIOT 240CM
Item no: 114451
Bleached oak

DINING TABLE BIOT 240CM
Item no: 114454
Bleached oak

DINING TABLE VALBONNE
Item no: 114509
Black | open grain

DINING TABLE VALBONNE
Item no: 114455
Bleached oak

TRUNKS

TRUNK PHILBERT
Item no: 114738
Classic black | rattan cane webbing

TRUNK PHILBERT
Item no: 114549
Classic brown | rattan cane webbing
The materials and fabrics of the products which are showcased in this brochure may slightly differ from the final products in our stock due to the use of samples. Meaning that the end products will always be improved versions of the ones shown in the inspirational photography. We always strive to improve and deliver the highest possible quality of our products.
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For more detailed information about our product range, please check our website at eichholtz.com